PRINCIPLE AND IDEALS OF THE GYRO ORGANIZATION

GYRO PRINCIPLE
The Gyroscope principle is controlled power, poise and balance. From this principle comes
the Gyro key words:
POWER

Symbolizing the power of friendship in our human relationships.

POISE

Demonstrating the steadiness of friendship in times of trial

PURPOSE

Keeping the balance wheel of friendship forever active in the daily lives of
more men.

GYRO IDEALS
1. Gyro is a satisfying state of mind - achieved through friendship, evidenced by a
constructive, coherent fellowship, strengthened by tolerance, good will and helpfulness.
2. Gyro carries with it no label of race, creed, political or other club affiliation. It imposes
no limitations. On the contrary, it broadens vision and extends social contacts. Gyro
stimulates personal achievement. It is the hallmark of an understanding personality
joined in agreeable voluntary social relationship with other men of kindred mind and
purpose.
3. The word Gyro defines an International Association, a local group and an individual
associated with these groups; but back of this definition, is a broad comprehensive spirit
of friendship in its finest and most significant manifestation.
4. The Gyroscope Navigation Instrument is the visible symbol of Gyro. In a Gyroscope
wheel, both ends of its axis are mounted in a ring. When in rapid rotations, no matter at
what angle the axis is placed, the Gyroscope will continue to point in the same direction,
maintaining its poise and power. This balance is retained even though its axis is moved
by some outside force while the Gyroscope is already in motion.
GYRO OBJECTIVES
The Constitution of Gyro clearly sets forth the objectives of the Fraternity.
1. To promote friendship among men of all States, Provinces and Nations.
2. To cement relationships and establish co-operation between all Gyro Clubs wherever.
3. To preserve and extend Gyro’s founding principles and ideals.
The task of determining how to meet these objectives is left to the individual clubs, a practice
that has proven successful.

